Name: _________________

Date: ____________

Compound
Words
Compound words are formed by the union of two or more simple words.
In each sentence, there are two compound words, you must identify them and write them
down on the line after the sentence.
For example: My father found spiderwebs in his lawnmower. _spiderweb _ lawnmower_
1. I have a sixteen-year-old brother-in-law who loves to play basketball.
_______________________________________________________
2. I want to go shopping and look for a nice scrapbook for my new photograph.
_______________________________________________________
3. My wife is a sourpuss, but she starts laughing when I wear my eyeshades.
_______________________________________________________
4. My mother went to the supermarket to buy cornbread for supper.
_______________________________________________________
5. We are happy because Sunday, we put together a 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle.
_______________________________________________________
6. My grandson is studying hard so he can explore the universe in a spacecraft.
_______________________________________________________
7. We went to the airport to welcome my stepbrother who came from Japan.
______________________________________________________
8. Last year, on Christmas Eve, we found a hedgehog in the basement.
______________________________________________________
9. On my sister’s birthday, I wrapped a live grasshopper in a box to give her.
______________________________________________________
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Answers:

1. I have a sixteen-year-old granddaughter who loves to play basketball.
____________ granddaughter_________basketball_____________
2. I want to go shopping and look for a nice scrapbook for my new photograph.
_____________scrapbook____________photograph____________
3. My wife is a sourpuss, but she starts laughing when I wear my eyeshades.

_____________sourpuss_____________eyeshades_____________
4. My mother went to the supermarket to buy cornbread for supper.
_____________supermarket___________cornbread_____________
5. We are happy because Sunday, we put together a 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle.

_____________Sunday_______________jigsaw________________
6. My grandson is studying hard so he can explore the universe in a spacecraft.

_____________grandson_____________spacecraft_____________
7. We went to the airport to welcome my stepbrother who came from Japan.
_____________airport_______________stepbrother_____________
8. Last year, on Christmas Eve, we found a hedgehog in the basement.

_____________hedgehog_____________basement______________
9. On my sister’s birthday, I wrapped a live grasshopper in a box to give her.
_____________birthday_______________grasshopper____________
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